Abstract-This two-part paper presents a feedback-based crosslayer framework for distributed sensing and estimation of a dynamical process in a wireless sensor network (WSN) in which the sensor nodes (SNs) communicate their measurements to a fusion center (FC) via B orthogonal wireless channels. Cross-layer factors such as packet collisions and the sensingtransmission costs are accounted for. Each SN adapts its sensingtransmission action based on its own local observation quality and the estimation quality feedback from the FC. The sensingtransmission strategy is optimized, with the overall objective to minimize the mean squared estimation error (MSE) at the FC, under cost constraints for each SN. In this first part, the high optimization complexity, typical of multi-agent systems, is reduced by exploiting the statistical symmetry and large network approximation of the WSN. Structural properties of the optimal policy are derived for a coordinated scheme, where the FC schedules each SN, and a decentralized one, where each SN performs a local sensing-transmission decision. It is proved that a dense WSN provides sensing diversity, i.e., only a few SNs with the best local observation quality suffice to sense-transmit accurately, with no degradation in the MSE, despite the fluctuations in the observation quality experienced across the WSN. The optimal policy dictates that, when the estimation quality is poor, only the best SNs activate, otherwise all SNs remain idle to preserve energy. The costs of coordination and feedback are evaluated, revealing the scalability of the decentralized scheme to large WSNs, at the cost of an MSE degradation. Simulation results demonstrate that adaptive schemes designed in this way yield cost savings from 30% to 70% over non-adaptive ones, and significant performance gains with respect to an estimator proposed in the literature, which does not consider these cross-layer factors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) enable the monitoring of large areas via many low powered sensor nodes (SNs) with data acquisition, processing and communication capabilities [21] . However, WSN design is challenged by the high optimization complexity typical of multi-agent systems [2] , necessitating decentralized SN operation based on local information and limited feedback, and needs to explicitly consider the resource constraints of SNs.
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Parts of this work have appeared in [13] , [14] .
transmission costs, and the local state and local view of the SNs. In order to cope with the uncertainties and stochastic dynamics introduced by these cross-layer components, the FC broadcasts feedback information to the SNs, based on the estimation quality achieved, thus enabling adaptation of their sensing-transmission action. We design joint sensingtransmission policies with the goal to minimize the mean squared estimation error (MSE) at the FC, under a constraint on the sensing-transmission cost incurred by each SN. The optimal policy dictates that, when the estimation quality is poor, only the SNs with the best quality activate to improve the estimation quality at the FC, otherwise all SNs remain idle to preserve energy, at the cost of estimation quality degradation. This first part provides a theoretical foundation for the reduction of the system complexity, arising from the local asymmetries due to the decentralized operation of SNs, their local state and local view, and the multi-agent nature of the system, whereas Part II [12] , informed by this theory, investigates the design of practical schemes with low complexity. If one had to optimize and operate the system under these asymmetries, the complexity would be enormous, i.e., exponential in the number of SNs, since a policy would need to be defined for each SN, and jointly optimized based on the specific local statistical properties of each SN.
We achieve complexity reduction and derive structural properties of the optimal policy by exploiting the statistical symmetry and the large network approximation. Statistical symmetry consists in the fact that, despite the fluctuations in the local state of the SNs and the resulting asymmetries across the WSN, all SNs locally experience, in the long-term, the same statistical view of the system. The design implication is policy symmetry, i.e., all SNs can employ a common policy to map their local state to a sensing-transmission action, thus significantly reducing the policy space and the optimization complexity.
An example of statistical symmetry arises in a target tracking application: SNs closer to the target can estimate its position more accurately, whereas SNs farther away estimate it with poor accuracy; statistical symmetry implies that, as the target moves around within the sensing area, the subset of SNs close to the target varies over time but, in the longterm, the statistic of the distance to the target experienced by each SN is the same for all SNs. On the other hand, the large network approximation implies that a large number of SNs are deployed, so that a sufficiently large (with respect to the channel/energy resource constraints of the system) pool of SNs can sense the underlying process with high accuracy in each slot, despite the temporal and spatial fluctuations in the local accuracy state experienced across the WSN. Equivalently, in the target tracking application, there is a sufficiently large pool of SNs close to the target, which can thus estimate its position accurately. The design implication is sensing diversity, i.e., due to the constraints resulting from cross-layer factors such as the limited channel shared among SNs and the finite transmission resources available to the SNs, only a few SNs with the best accuracy state need to be activated, so that the local accuracy fluctuations can be neglected, with a consequent reduction of the state space and of the optimization complexity. We analytically and numerically show that this approximation performs well in small-medium sized WSNs as well.
Despite the complexity reduction, the DP algorithms developed in Part I still have high complexity. Therefore, the aim of Part II is to design myopic policies based on the structural properties derived in Part I, which can be implemented with lower complexity and achieve near-optimal performance (no performance degradation with respect to the DP policies has been observed in our numerical evaluations). We consider a coordinated scheme where the FC centrally activates each SN, and a decentralized scheme, where the SNs activate in a decentralized fashion, based on the feedback information and on their local accuracy state. Our analysis and numerical comparison against a technique proposed in [16] , which does not include these cross-layer factors, reveal the importance of a cross-layer approach in the design of WSNs, and of adaptation to cope with the consequent uncertainties and stochastic dynamics, enabled by FC feedback.
The problem of decentralized estimation and detection has seen a vast research effort in the last decade, especially in the design of optimal schemes for parameter estimation [25] , [27] , [28] , hypothesis testing [4] , [19] , [26] , tracking [6] , [18] and random field estimation [7] . Distributed estimation in bandwidth-energy constrained environments has been considered in [10] , [11] , [16] , [20] , for a static setting. Estimation and detection problems exploiting feedback information from the FC have been investigated in [5] , [8] , [9] , [24] , e.g., enabling adaptation of the SNs' quantizers in the estimation of a finite state Markov chain [8] . A consensus based approach for distributed multi-hypothesis testing has been studied in [22] .
Differently from these works, we employ a cross-layer perspective, i.e., we jointly consider and optimize the resource constraints typical of WSNs, such as the shared wireless channel, resulting in collisions among SNs, the time-varying sensing capability of the SNs, their decentralized decisions, and the cost of sensing and data transmission, and propose a feedback mechanism from the FC to enable adaptation and cope with the random fluctuations in the overall measurement quality collected at the FC, induced by these cross-layer factors. This is in contrast to, e.g., [8] , where adaptation serves to cope with the distortion introduced by quantization. We do not consider the problem of quantizer design, and focus instead on a censoring approach [1] , [16] , i.e., quantization is fixed and sufficiently fine-grained, so that the measurements received at the FC can be approximated as Gaussian. In fact, in light of our cross-layer design perspective, quantization may be less relevant due to the overhead required to perform essential tasks such as synchronization and channel estimation [1] .
Distributed Kalman filtering for WSNs has been proposed in [17] , using a consensus approach and local Kalman filters EstimateXk Process Xk
A WSN for distributed estimation, with FC quality feedback. Each SN decides to either remain idle with cost 0 or to collect and transmit to the FC the measurement Y n,k of X k with local measurement SNR S M,n,k and cost c TX + φS M,n,k . The shared wireless channel results in collisions and packet losses. The FC, based on the measurements received, computes an MMSE estimate of X k ,X k , and broadcasts the instruction D k+1 based on the estimation quality achieved, which is used by the SNs to adjust their sensing-transmission parameters for the next slot.
at each SN. In this paper, Kalman filtering is employed only at the FC, which collects unfiltered observations from the SNs. In fact, due to the poor estimation capability of SNs and their energy constraints, which force them to remain idle most of the time, the performance gain achievable by exploiting the time-correlation via local Kalman filtering may be small. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we motivate our approach and summarize the main results. In Sec. III, we present the system model and the optimization problem. In Sec. IV, we present the analysis of the coordinated and decentralized schemes. In Sec. V, we provide numerical results. Sec. VI concludes the paper. The analytical proofs are provided in the Appendix.
II. MOTIVATION AND MAIN RESULTS
Consider a WSN, depicted in Fig. 1 , with one FC, whose goal is to track a stationary Markov process {X k , k ≥ 0}, based on measurements collected by N S nearby SNs. The probability density function (if X k is continuous, or probability mass function, if X k is discrete) of X k+1 given X k is denoted as p X (X k+1 |X k ). In this paper, we consider the scalar linear Gaussian state space model
where k ∈ N ≡ {0, 1, 2, . . . } is the slot index, α ∈ [0, 1) is the time-correlation parameter and
. This model arises, for instance, in temperature tracking applications, where X k represents the temperature fluctuations around its mean [23] . We denote the statistical power of X k as σ 
Remark 1
The following analysis can also be extended to other time-correlated signals, e.g., the two states Markov chain
where ⊕ denotes the sum modulo 2, and Z k has distribution p Z|X (z|x) P(Z k = z|X k = x), z, x ∈ {0, 1}. This model arises, for instance, in spectrum sensing applications [15] , where X k denotes the channel occupancy state (X k = 0 if idle,
. Moreover, the model (1) can be extended to the multi-dimensional case, e.g., in target tracking applications where the vector X k represents the position and speed in slot k. In this case, √ α is replaced by a proper matrix [28] .
Each SN incurs transmission cost c TX to report its measurement to the FC. The N S SNs share a set of B ≤ N S orthogonal single-hop wireless channels to report their measurements to the FC. We employ the collision channel model, i.e., the transmission on a given channel is successful if and only if one SN transmits in that channel. This model is commonly employed in the analysis of multi-access communication schemes, and lends itself to analysis. 1 Referring to the model (1), assume for simplicity B=1 and that each SN measures X k noiselessly (the noisy case with B≥1 is considered in the rest of the paper). Let O n,k be the transmission outcome for SN n, i.e., O n,k =1 if and only if its transmission is successful. Then, if at least one measurement is collected at the FC ( n (1−O n,k )=0), the MSE is 0. On the other hand, if no measurements are successfully received ( n (1−O n,k )=1), X k is estimated via prediction. Therefore, if the transmission has been successful in slot k−J k −1, for some J k ≥0, so that X k−J k −1 is perfectly known at the FC, but transmission failures or no transmission attempts occurred in slots
and the MSE at the end of slot k
Due to the decentralized sensing-transmission decision of SNs and the shared wireless channel, which may result in collisions among SNs, random and unpredictable fluctuations in the transmission outcome O n,k may occur at the FC, so that the MSE evolves randomly over time. In order to control the uncertainty and system dynamics introduced by these cross-layer factors, we thus propose a feedback-based adaptive scheme where the SNs adapt their activation strategy over time, i.e., whether to sense-transmit their measurement with cost c TX (denoted as A n,k = 1) or remain idle with no cost (denoted as A n,k = 0), based on quality feedback from the FC, captured by the state variable J k . The goal is to design the activation policy so as to minimize the expected MSĒ
We consider the following schemes.
A. Coordinated scheme
In this scheme, the FC centrally schedules the activation A n,k of each SN. One design approach to optimize the MSE is to maximize the number of measurements collected at the FC in each slot, under the cost constraint for each SN. This is denoted as max aggregate SNR scheme (MAX-SNR) in the rest of the paper. If ≥ c TX , the optimal strategy dictates to activate randomly one and only one SN in each slot, resulting in a successful transmission, hence the MSE is 0 in each slot 1 Other channel models can be accommodated by defining, more generally, a probability mass function (PMF) p R|T (r|t) P(R k = r|T k = t), r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t}, where T k and R k are the number of SNs that transmit and of packets successfully received at the FC, respectively. 2 The slot index k is removed for simplicity to denote steady-state regime.
(Theorem 2). We thus haveM = 0,C n = cTX N S ≤ N S , hence a non-adaptive scheme is optimal in this case.
B. Decentralized scheme
Unfortunately, the coordinated scheme is not scalable to large WSNs, due to the centralized scheduling performed by the FC. Therefore, a decentralized approach, where the SNs make local decisions, leveraging only local information and minimal feedback information, is more practical. We thus devise a decentralized scheme, where each SN activates with common probability q k in slot k. Following the same design principle of optimizing the expected number of measurements collected at the FC (MAX-SNR scheme), we define a non-adaptive (NA) scheme where each SN activates with probability q k = ζ/N S in each slot, where we have defined the normalized transmission probability per channel ζ ∈ [0, N S ]. In this case, {J k } is a Markov chain. Using the large network approximation N S 1 with fixed ζ, its transition probabilities are P(J k+1 =j+1|J k =j) 1−ζe −ζ ,
, and the steady-state probability of
. By averaging over π J (j), the average SN cost and MSE arē
Unfortunately, this design approach fails to achieve good performance in general, since the decentralized SN activation and the collisions among SNs result in random fluctuations in the number of measurements collected at the FC (which may be zero in case of collisions), hence high uncertainty and poor MSE performance. In order to control the uncertainty in the system, we propose an adaptive scheme where the activation probability q k is adapted over time by the FC, based on the current quality state J k . Such adaptive policy is denoted as q(·)=ζ(·)/N S . The value of the activation probability q k =q(J k )=ζ(J k )/N S is broadcasted by the FC at the beginning of each slot. In particular, consider the myopic policy (MP), which determines q k =q M P (j)=ζ M P (j)/N S in state J k =j so as to optimize a trade-off between the instantaneous expected MSE and the cost for each SN,
where λ≥0 captures the desired trade-off. The solution to this optimization problem is studied in Part II, and is given by [12, Corollary 2] ). Using the bound e −ζ ≤1 in (4), we obtain the approximate MP (AMP), upper bound to ζ M P (j),
The AMP ζ AM P (j) is an increasing function of j, i.e., the higher the uncertainty (the larger J k =j), the higher the activation probability, which approaches
Hence, AMP has the desirable property that, the higher the uncertainty in the current estimate, the more the SNs are incentivized to activate, at higher cost, in order to estimate X k accurately at the FC. Under AMP, we have
so that the average SN cost and MSE are given by
By varying ζ∈[0, 1] in (3), λ≥0 in (5), we obtain the cost-MSE trade-off depicted in Fig. 2 , which shows that AMP reduces the sensing-transmission cost for each SN by 30% with respect to NA. Therefore, adaptation to the quality state yields performance gains in the cost-MSE trade-off and effectively copes with the uncertainty introduced by the network and cross-layer components.
In the next sections, we will extend the analysis to the more general case B ≥ 1, where the SNs collect noisy measurements of X k , whose quality is affected by an internal accuracy state evolving as a Markov chain, and by control performed by each SN. In Theorem 2, we will show that, in the coordinated scheme, the MAX-SNR scheme, which maximizes the expected aggregate SNR collected at the FC in each slot under the SN cost constraint, is optimal in the best-γ scenario, where all SNs have deterministically the best accuracy state, under some conditions on the maximum cost for each SN, /N S . In Theorem 3, we will show that this strategy is near-optimal for large networks in the Markov-γ scenario, where the accuracy state of each SN follows a Markov chain. For the decentralized scheme, we derive structural properties and exploit the large network approximation to design a DP algorithm with lower complexity. In Part II, we will further investigate the design of myopic policies for this more general setting, for both the coordinated and decentralized schemes.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
In this section, we present the system model. The main parameters are listed in Table I 
A. Sensing and transmission to FC
Each SN, at the beginning of slot k, given the instruction D k broadcasted by the FC, selects (possibly, in a randomized fashion) the sensing-transmission parameters (A n,k , S M,n,k , B n,k ), where A n,k ∈ {0, 1} is the activation decision of SN n, S M,n,k ≥ 0 is the local measurement SNR specified below, and B n,k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , B} is the channel index. If A n,k = 0, SN n remains idle, hence S M,n,k = 0 (no measurement collected) and B n,k = 0 (no channel selected).
On the other hand, if A n,k = 1, then B n,k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , B} and the measurement of X k collected by SN n is given by
where W A,n,k ∼ N (0, 1/S A ) is the ambient noise, and W M,n,k ∼ N (0, 1/S M,n,k ) is the measurement noise introduced by the sensing apparatus, independent of each other, over time and across SNs, S A is the local ambient SNR, and S M,n,k is the local measurement SNR, controlled by the nth SN, resulting in the sensing cost φS M,n,k , for some φ ≥ 0. Note that this assumption is practical. For instance, SN n may compute an average from a controlled number M n,k of independent measurements, each with fixed ambient noise and i.i.d. measurement noise with variance σ
We assume that a fixed quantization scheme is employed, i.e., a fixed number of bits is transmitted to the FC. 3 Moreover, each SN is unaware of its own distance to the FC, hence it transmits with constant power P max , so as to provide a given coverage requirement, resulting in the overall transmission cost c TX , common to all SNs. The FC is assumed to be within the coverage area of each SN. A varying c TX can be easily incorporated with increased book-keeping. We define the normalized unitary sensing cost θ φ cTX . No cost is incurred if the SN remains idle. The overall sensing-transmission cost is thus c SN (A n,k , S M,n,k ) A n,k (c TX + φS M,n,k ). We define the sample average sensing-transmission cost for SN n over a time horizon of length T + 1 as
The accuracy state γ n,k , taking values in the finite set Γ, models the ability of SN n to accurately measure X k . We model it as a Markov chain with transition probability P(γ n,k+1 =γ 2 |γ n,k =γ 1 )=P γ (γ 1 ; γ 2 ) and steady-state distribution π γ (γ), i.i.d. across SNs, and we let γ k = (γ 1,k , γ 2,k , . . . , γ N S ,k ). Such a model arises, e.g., in a target tracking application, where the power of the received signal diminishes with the distance, which evolves following Markov dynamics as a function of the relative motion of the SN and the target [28] . The Markov assumption on γ n,k is used for analytical tractability, but the following analysis requires only the existence of the steady-state distribution π γ (γ), and therefore it applies to non-Markov dynamics as well. In practice, γ n,k varies slowly over time, e.g., as a function of the SN position with respect to the source of the process X k , and therefore it can be tracked accurately from the sample mean and sample variance estimates of the measurement noise. We denote the best accuracy state as γ max = max Γ, and, without loss of generality, we assume γ max = 1 and π γ (γ max ) > 0. We denote the general scenario where γ n,k follows a Markov chain as Markov-γ scenario, and the special cases where γ n,k = γ max , ∀n, k, deterministically and γ n,k is i.i.d. over time as best-γ and i.i.d.-γ scenarios, respectively.
Remark 2 Note that the local accuracy state may vary significantly over both time and space, yielding instantaneous asymmetries in the WSN. Typically, design of asymmetric systems suffers from the curse of dimensionality. Herein, we assume that statistical symmetry holds, in the sense that, in the long term, the SNs have the same statistical view of the system, despite the local temporal and spatial fluctuations of the state. As a consequence, we assume policy symmetry, i.e., all SNs employ the same policy to map their local state to a sensing-transmission action, thus significantly reducing the policy space and the optimization complexity.
B. MMSE estimator at the FC via Kalman filtering
The weighted average measurement
is a sufficient statistic for X k , where S n,k is the local SNR for SN n, defined as
Given the transmission outcome and X k ,Ȳ k is a Gaussian random variable with mean X k and variance Λ −1 k , where we have defined the aggregate SNR collected at the FC as 
LetX k−1 andV k−1 be the posterior mean (i.e., the MMSE estimate) and variance of X k−1 at the FC at the end of slot
is the belief of X k−1 at the FC. Before collecting the measurements from the SNs in slot k, using (1), the belief of
, where V k is the prior variance of X k , defined recursively as
Then, upon collecting the weighted average measurementȲ k (9) with aggregate SNR Λ k , 4 the FC updates the posterior varianceV k and meanX k of X k as
The function ν(V k−1 ) determines the prior variance of X k , given the posterior variance of X k−1 , whereas ν(V k , Λ k ) determines the posterior variance of X k , given its prior variance V k , as a function of the aggregate SNR Λ k collected at the FC. The MSE in slot k is thus
We define recursivelyν
where
is the aggregate SNR sequence collected at the FC from slot 0 to slot k. Then, we can writê
. We define the sample average MSE under Λ T 0 over a time horizon of length T + 1 as
Note that the prior and posterior variances V k andV k take value between [0, 1], where the extreme values 0 and 1 correspond, respectively, to minimum (X k perfectly known) and maximum (X k is completely unknown) uncertainty. Therefore,
, and the system is stable.
C. FC instruction policy
At the beginning of each slot k, the FC broadcasts an instruction D k ∈ D, which, together with the local accuracy state γ n,k , is employed by SN n to select (A n,k , S M,n,k , B n,k ), as explained in Sec. III-A. We consider the following schemes, summarized in Table II: 1) Coordinated scheme: In the coordinated scheme, given V k and γ k , the FC schedules the sensing-transmission
Note that each SN is required to report its accuracy state to the FC, whenever its value changes, so that γ k is perfectly known at the FC at the beginning of slot k. Letting π γ,k be the belief of γ k at the FC, we have that π γ,k (γ k ) = 1, π γ,k (γ) = 0, ∀γ = γ k . In Sec. IV-C, we will analyze the cost of communication overhead to keep such state information at the FC. The value D k is selected according to some (possibly, non-stationary) instruction policy
2) Decentralized scheme: In the decentralized scheme, the FC specifies
are, respectively, the activation probability and the local measurement SNR functions employed by each SN to select their sensing-transmission strategy in a decentralized manner, as a function of the local accuracy state
, and is generated according to some (possibly, non-stationary)
is the belief state of the accuracy state vector γ k , given the history of observations collected up to time k at the FC,
Due to the randomized channel accesses, this scheme may result in collisions among SNs.
Remark 3
The choice of a randomized uniform channel access decision by the SNs is due to their decentralized operation and lack of coordination between them. However, other channel access schemes can be accommodated by defining, more generally, the PMF p R|T (r|t), r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t}.
For both schemes, given the instruction policy δ, the se-
Each SN decides its action (A n,k , S M,n,k , B n,k ) based on D k and γ n,k , so that the aggregate SNR collected at the FC, Λ k , is a random variable which only depends on D k and γ k and is independent of the past. Finally, given Λ k , from (12) and (13) the next prior variance state is V k+1 =ν(ν(V k , Λ k )), and γ k+1 only depends on γ k , whose distribution is π γ,k , and is independent of other past events, so that the Markov property holds. For the decentralized scheme, the next belief state π γ,k+1 can be computed as a function of π γ,k the measurements collected in slot k, and channel collisions. On the other hand, for the coordinated scheme, π γ,k+1 is a function of γ k+1 , whose value is fed back by the SNs.
In this case, both schemes do not adapt to the quality feedback V k , but only to the belief on the accuracy state π γ,k . On the other hand, in the time-correlated case α ∈ (0, 1), adaptation to the quality state V k may be necessary to achieve optimality, e.g., by instructing the SNs to remain idle if the quality of the estimate is good enough.
D. Performance metrics and optimization problem
Given the initial prior variance value V 0 , the initial distribution π γ,0 , and the instruction policy δ, we define the average MSE and sensing-transmission cost of SN n over a finite horizon of length T + 1 as
is the sample average MSE given by (16) , and C T n (A T n,0 , S T M,n,0 ) is the sample average sensingtransmission cost for SN n, given by (8) . The expectation is computed with respect to the activation, local measurement SNR, accuracy state and medium access processes
induced by policy δ. The goal is to determine δ * such that
where > 0 is the maximum network cost constraint. Alternatively, we consider the Lagrangian formulation (20) where λ > 0 is the Lagrange multiplier, which trades off MSE and sensing-transmission cost. In particular, we are interested in the infinite horizon T →∞ (average long-term) and V 0 =1, so that we will drop the dependence on T and V 0 in the following treatment, whenever possible. By varying in (19) (respectively, λ in (20)), we obtain different operational cost-
Remark 5 Note that the posterior variance process {V k , k≥0} may exhibit significant fluctuations over time, which may be undesirable. These fluctuations can be reduced by imposing a constraint on the frequency that a given MSE thresholdv th is overcome, defined by the outage event V k ≥v th , and by the time average expected outagē
where χ(·) is the indicator function. The constraint O T δ (V 0 , π γ,0 ) ≤ σ can then be added to the optimization problem (19) , or the Lagrangian term µŌ T δ (V 0 , π γ,0 ) to (20) . The following DP algorithm (22) can be straightforwardly extended to this case. Its analysis is left for future work.
IV. ANALYSIS
For the finite horizon T < ∞, for both the coordinated and decentralized schemes, the optimal instruction policy δ * , which is the solution of (20), can be found via DP [3] , by solving recursively, backward in time from k = T to k = 0,
yields the optimal cost function for the Lagrangian problem (20) . The infinite horizon scenario T → ∞ can be approximated by choosing T sufficiently large. In general, (22) has high complexity, due to the large action space, non-convex nature, and the dependence on the accuracy state belief π γ,k . In particular, in the coordinated scheme, the optimization is over the joint action (A n,k , S M,n,k , B n,k ) of each SN, as a function of V k and γ k and time k. On the other hand, in the decentralized scheme, the optimization is over functions q k : Γ → [0, 1] and S M,k : Γ → [0, ∞). To overcome these dimensionality issues, in Secs. IV-A and IV-B we derive structural properties of the optimal policy and of the cost function by exploiting the statistical symmetry and the large network approximation N S 1, which enable a more efficient solution of (22) . In Part II, we will further reduce the complexity by proposing near-optimal myopic policies. Theorem 1 lower bounds the optimal MSE under any scheme.
Proof: The proof follows from the fact that
is a decreasing function of x (Theorem 4 in App. E) andΛ≤Λ * , we also have R * T (Λ)≥R * T (Λ * ). Finally, in the limit T →∞, using Corollary 2 in App. E, we obtainM δ * ≥ lim
The policy solving the optimization problem (24) is denoted as the max aggregate SNR scheme (MAX-SNR). In each slot, it maximizes the expected aggregate SNR collected at the FC, under the cost constraint for the SNs. MAX-SNR is nonadaptive, since it is independent of V k . The lower bound in Theorem 1 can be achieved only if the aggregate SNR Λ k =Λ * is collected deterministically in each slot (Corollary 2 in App. E). However, this lower bound is, in general, not achievable, since the cross-layer factors introduce uncertainties and random fluctuations of the aggregate SNR Λ k around its mean, thus degrading the MSE performance. Hence, MAX-SNR may achieve poor performance in general, as shown in Sec. V. We now analyze both schemes.
A. Coordinated scheme
In the coordinated scheme, collisions can be avoided by scheduling at most one SN to transmit in each channel. Without loss of optimality, the SNs are scheduled to transmit, in order, in the channels with ID 1, 2, . . . B. Therefore, if A n,k =1, we let B n,k = n m=1 A m,k . This channel scheduling is optimal, since the B orthogonal channels are symmetric and interchangeable. We proceed as follows. We first derive structural properties of the optimal policy and of the DP algorithm by exploiting the statistical symmetry of the WSN for the best-γ scenario, yielding a lower bound to the MSE achievable under the Markov-γ scenario. Based on that, we then design low-complexity policies for the Markov-γ scenario, which are shown to be near-optimal for large WSNs.
1) Best-γ scenario: In this case, the belief π γ,k is constant and can be neglected. Lemma 1 states the optimality of policy symmetry, i.e., due to the statistical symmetry of the WSN, it is optimal for the FC to schedule actions uniformly randomly across SNs. In other words, the SNs incur the same sensingtransmission cost and have the same sensing capabilities, hence there is no preference of one SN over another. Let
be an ordered subset of instructions. We have that any instruction D ∈ D can be obtained by permutation of some
) be the subset of instructions in D obtained by permutation of the entries of
Lemma 1 In the best-γ scenario, one optimal instruction policy δ * for (19) or (20) satisfies, ∀V k ,
Proof: See App. A. We denote an instruction policy satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 1 as a symmetric instruction policy. Such a policy is symmetric with respect to the SN scheduling, and induces the same expected cost for each SN, so that the superscript n in (18) can be neglected. To generate a symmetric instruction policy, the FC first selects one ordered instruction D
from the lower-dimensional set D (O) , and then assigns, in order, each component of
) to a random SN, until all of them have been scheduled. The following lemma demonstrates the optimality of allocating the same local measurement SNR to all active SNs.
Lemma 2 In the best-γ scenario, the optimal δ * allocates S M,n,k = S M,k for all n such that A n,k = 1.
Proof: See App. A. This result follows from the concavity of the aggregate SNR with respect to the SNR allocation of the SNs. Under the resource constraints, it is thus optimal for the SNs to employ the same SNR, in order to maximize the aggregate SNR collected at the FC. From Lemmas 1 and 2, it follows that, in the best-γ scenario, it is sufficient for the FC to choose, in each slot k, the number of SNs to activate t k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , B}, and their common local measurement SNR S M,k . The t k active SNs are then chosen uniformly from the set of SNs. For a given pair (t k , S M,k ), the aggregate SNR collected at the FC is thus
. The MSE performance is governed by the aggregate SNR Λ k collected at the FC. Since the FC can control (t k , S M,k ), we can optimize these two quantities to minimize the sensing-transmission cost in order to collect the target aggregate SNR Λ k at the FC, denoted as
Lemma 3 Let Λ<BS A be the target aggregate SNR collected at the FC. In the best-γ scenario, if Λ=0, then t * (0)=0 and
where t≥1 is the unique value such that Λ ∈ [Λ th (t − 1), Λ th (t)).
Proof: See App. A. From Lemma 3, it follows that it is sufficient for the FC to determine, in each slot k, the target aggregate SNR Λ k . The number of SNs activated is then given by t k = t * (Λ k ), and the common local measurement SNR is
Note that Λ th (t) is an increasing function of t, implying that an increasing number of SNs need to be activated as the aggregate SNR requirement Λ k increases. Moreover, Λ th (t) is an increasing function of S A and decreasing function of the normalized unitary sensing cost θ, so that, as S A grows or θ diminishes, less SNs need to be activated. In fact, S A determines the error floor in the measurement collected by each SN. Therefore, as S A increases and the ambient noise becomes less relevant, it is sufficient to activate a smaller number of SNs with higher SNR, in order to reduce the transmission cost. Similarly, as θ grows, the transmission cost becomes less and less relevant with respect to the sensing cost, hence more SNs can be activated. We thus obtain: COORD-DP: DP algorithm for the coordinated scheme, best-γ scenario. For k = T, T − 1, . . . , 0, solvē
, is the optimal aggregate SNR collected at the FC in slot k.
Note that, by exploiting the statistical symmetry of the WSN, we have enabled a significant complexity reduction with respect to (22) , since the optimization is only over the aggregate SNR sequence, rather than the joint action (A n,k , S M,n,k , B n,k ) of each SN.
The next theorem characterizes regimes of where the optimal policy is the MAX-SNR scheme.
Theorem 2 In the best-γ scenario with T → ∞, (i) if = tc TX (1 + √ θS A ), for some t = 1, 2, . . . , B, δ * is the MAX-SNR scheme, with t *
* is the MAX-SNR scheme, with
given by (23) , andC δ * = N S .
Proof: See App. B. Theorem 2 follows from the fact that, in the best-γ scenario, the FC can deterministically control the quality of the measurements collected in each slot (aggregate SNR Λ k ), i.e., there are no uncertainties. If the condition on given by Theorem 2 is satisfied, the FC can thus schedule each SN so as to collect a constant aggregate SNR (the highest possible, under the resource constraints, as dictated by the MAX-SNR scheme), thus achieving the lower bound in Theorem 1 (see comments therein). On the other hand, if the condition on is not satisfied, the FC may need to resort to time-sharing in order to best exploit all available resources. The policy in this case can be obtained via the DP in (25) .
Note that, in case (i), the local measurement SNR S * M,k only depends on S A and θ. In particular, it is an increasing function of S A and decreasing function of θ. In fact, if S A increases, the error floor represented by the ambient noise diminishes, hence more accurate measurements can be collected; similarly, if θ increases, sensing becomes more costly, hence S * M,k diminishes. On the other hand, in case (ii), sensing-transmission resources are abundant to SNs, hence B SNs are activated in order to saturate all B channels. S * M,k in this case is selected in such a way as to use up all available resources.
2) Markov-γ scenario: In this case, γ n,k fluctuates over time, thus causing random fluctuations in the aggregate SNR collected at the FC. The optimal policy is difficult to characterize, due to the high dimensionality of the problem. Herein, we define a sub-optimal policy, based on the optimal DP policy derived in the previous section. To this end, let r(·; γ k ) : {1, 2, . . . , N S } → {1, 2, . . . , N S } be a ranking of SNs indexed by γ k , such that r(m; γ k ) is the label of the SN with the mth highest accuracy state, i.e., γ r(1;γ k ),k ≥ γ r(2;γ k ),k ≥, . . . , ≥ γ r(N S ;γ k ),k . Let δ * be the optimal policy solving (19) or (20) for the best-γ scenario, {t * k , S * M,k , Λ * k , k ≥ 0} be the sequence of number of active SNs, local measurement and aggregate SNRs generated by such policy, and denote the optimal MSE and cost in the best-γ scenario asM γmax δ * andC γmax δ * , respectively. Let {Ṽ k , k ≥ 0} be a virtual prior variance process, obtained as if all measurements were collected with the best accuracy state γ max . Starting fromṼ 0 = V 0 , this can be generated recursively asṼ k+1 = ν(ν(Ṽ k , Λ * k )). We define the sub-optimal coordinated DP policy (SCDP) as follows. SCDP: Given (Ṽ k , γ k ), SCDP allocates the t * k SNs with the best accuracy state, with local measurement SNR S *
We have the following theorem. 
Proof: See App. C. Theorem 3 states that SCDP achieves the same sensingtransmission cost as the optimal policy in the best-γ scenario. This is by construction and due to the statistical symmetry property, since all SNs experience the same steady-state distribution of their local accuracy state, hence each of them belongs to the set of t * k best SNs with the same frequency. On the other hand, the MSE gap with respect to the lower bound represented by the optimal policy in the best-γ scenario decreases exponentially with the network size N S . Therefore, SCDP is nearly optimal for N S sufficiently large. Alternatively, a densely deployed WSN provides sensing diversity, i.e., in each slot, a sufficiently large pool of SNs can sense X k with high accuracy, despite the fluctuations in the local accuracy state of each SN. SCDP can be optimized efficiently via the DP in (25) for the best-γ scenario, and is given by Theorem 2, if the condition on holds.
B. Decentralized scheme
In this section, we analyze the decentralized scheme. By adapting the DP in (22) to this case, we obtain
, whose distribution depends on q(·) and S M (·) via (O n,k , γ n ), ∀n. As in the coordinated scheme, we first study the best-γ scenario, and then extend our analysis to the Markov-γ scenario.
1) Best-γ scenario: Letting γ n =1, ∀n, we obtain
O n,k is the number of packets successfully received at the FC, with PMF p R (R k ; q).
Lemma 4 If
We employ the large network approximation N S 1 to approximate p R (r; q). We define the normalized activation probability per channel, ζ = qN S /B, and let N S → ∞ with ζ fixed. We thus obtain the following corollary of Lemma 4.
Corollary 1 When N S → ∞, R k has binomial distribution with B trials and success probability ζe −ζ in each channel, denoted as p R (R k ; ζ).
The implication is that the successes/collisions are independent across channels, each Bernoulli distributed. This is not true for finite N S , since the transmissions are coupled (each active SN transmits on a unique channel), hence the successes/collisions are correlated across channels, but it enables a good tractable approximation for finite N S . Using the large network approximation, DP is given as follows.
DEC-DP: DP algorithm for the decentralized scheme, best-γ scenario. For k = T, T − 1, . . . , 0, solvē
, is the optimal normalized activation probability and local measurement SNR pair in slot k.
The activation probability when N S < ∞ can then be approximated by q *
Due to the shared wireless channel, the transmission probability of the SNs should be bounded, as stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 5 When N S → ∞, the normalized transmission probability per channel satisfies ζ *
Proof: See App. D.
Remark 6
Note that, if B=1, the success rate N S q(1−q) N S −1 is maximized by q=1/N S , i.e., ζ=1. Any q>1/N S (ζ>1) incurs higher cost and collision probability, hence worse MSE performance, and is thus sub-optimal. Therefore, Lemma 5 holds trivially for B=1, ∀N S . For B > 1, this result holds for N S → ∞, since channel outcomes are decoupled in this case (Corollary 1).
From Lemma 5, the minimization in the DP stage (28) can be confined to ζ ∈ [0, 1], thus reducing the search space.
2) Markov-γ scenario: The optimal policy for this case is difficult to characterize, due to the high dimensionality of the problem. As for the coordinated scheme, we define the following sub-optimal decentralized DP policy (SDDP). To this end, let (ζ * k (V k ), S * M,k (V k )) be the optimal policy under the best-γ scenario, obtained via (28) . SDDP: Given (V k , γ n,k ), SN n activates with probability
and local measurement SNR S M,n,k =S * M,k (V k ), where γ th ∈Γ uniquely solves
, each SN activates with marginal normalized probability ζ * k (V k ), with respect to the steady-state distribution of γ n,k . For the i.i.d.-γ scenario, we have the following lemma. As in the coordinated scheme, this result is a consequence of the fact that a densely deployed WSN provides sensing diversity, i.e., in each slot, a sufficiently large pool of SNs can sense the underlying process with high accuracy, despite the fluctuations in the local accuracy state of each
that only the SNs with the best accuracy state may activate, and no loss is incurred with respect to the best-γ scenario. On the other hand, if N S <B/π γ (γ max ), the FC may resort to the SNs with lower accuracy to sense and report their measurement. The DP (27) for the general case has high complexity, due to the high-dimensional action space (the activation probability and local measurement SNR are functions of the accuracy state) and state space (the belief π γ,k is part of the state). Moreover, the optimal DP policy in the Markov-γ scenario is cumbersome to operate, since the FC needs to track the belief π γ,k . In contrast, SDDP has lower optimization and operational complexity, since it is optimized for the best-γ scenario and it does not require the FC to track π γ,k .
C. Cost of communication overhead
In this section, we evaluate the communication overhead required to implement the two schemes, assuming the suboptimal DP policy is used in the Markov-γ scenario. In the uplink channel (SNs to FC), each SN incurs the cost c γ to report its accuracy state to the FC. On the other hand, in the downlink channel (FC to SNs), the FC incurs the cost c V to feed back the quality state V k , and c SC to schedule each SN to activate. The mapping of V k to the corresponding sensingtransmission action is stored in each SN in a look-up table.
1) Coordinated scheme: In this scheme, the SNs need to report their accuracy state, whenever it changes. Therefore, the (average long-term) uplink communication overhead of the network isC U OH =N S c γ γ∈Γ π γ (γ)(1−P γ (γ; γ)), which grows with the WSN size. In particular,C U OH =0 in the best-γ scenario andC U OH =N S c γ 1− γ∈Γ π γ (γ) 2 in the i.i.d.-γ scenario; in the general Markov-γ scenario,C U OH is small if P γ (γ; γ) 1, ∀γ, i.e., the accuracy state varies slowly over time. In the downlink channel, the FC schedules each SN individually, hence the downlink communication overhead is t * k c SC in slot k, since t * k are scheduled to activate. Since t * k ≤ B, the average long-term downlink communication overhead satisfiesC DOH ≤ Bc SC .
2) Decentralized scheme: In this scheme, the SNs do not report their local accuracy state to the FC, henceC U OH = 0. On the other hand, in the downlink channel, the FC feeds back the quality state V k in each slot, henceC DOH = c V .
Note that, unlike the coordinated scheme, the decentralized one incurs no uplink communication overhead cost. Moreover, if Bc SC > c V , it incurs also a smaller downlink communication overhead cost. Therefore, overall, the decentralized scheme is more scalable to large WSNs. As we will see in the next section, this improved scalability and lower communication overhead come at the cost of MSE degradation.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide numerical results. Unless otherwise stated, we consider a WSN of size N S ∈{20, 100} (small and large WSN, respectively). We model {γ n,k } as a Markov chain taking values in the set Γ≡{ i/10, i=1, 2, . . . , 10}, with transition probabilities P γ (γ; γ)=0.9, P γ ( 1/10; 2/10)=P γ (1; 9/10)=0.1, P γ ( i/10; (i + 1)/10)=P γ ( i/10; (i − 1)/10)=0.05, i=2, 3, . . . , 9. Moreover, we let c TX =1, 5 S A = 20, φ = 0.25, α = 0.96, and B = 5. We consider the following schemes for the best-γ scenario:
• COORD-DP: coordinated scheme, obtained via DP or given by Lemma 2 if the condition on holds;
• DEC-DP: the decentralized scheme considered in Sec. IV-B, obtained via the DP in (27);
• COORD-SNR: MAX-SNR policy for the coordinated scheme (see (33)), determined in the proof of Theorem 2 in App. B;
• DEC-SNR: MAX-SNR policy for the decentralized scheme,
where, from Lemma 1, E[ R k | ζ] = Bζe −ζ . The DP policies are obtained after T DP =100 DP iterations, and are evaluated in both Markov-γ and best-γ scenarios, using Monte-Carlo simulation over T =10 5 slots. The above policies in the Markov-γ scenario are defined similarly to SCDP (Sec. IV-A2) and SDDP (Sec. IV-B2). Note that COORD-SNR and DEC-SNR are non-adaptive. On the other hand, COORD-DP and DEC-DP adapt to the quality state V k fed back by the FC.
In Figs. 3 and 4 , we plot the MSE (17) as a function of the network cost (18) for N S =20 and N S =100, respectively, obtained by varying the parameters and λ. We plot also the lower bound for COORD-DP, given by Theorem 1 for the best-γ scenario, which is computed in the proof of Theorem 2 in App. B. We notice that, in the large WSN scenario, both COORD-DP and DEC-DP in the Markov-γ scenario (SCDP and SDDP, respectively) approach the lower bound given by the best-γ scenario. Therefore, SCDP and SDDP perform well at a fraction of the complexity with respect to the globally optimal policy derived via DP in the Markov-γ scenario. This is a result of sensing diversity, i.e., in each slot, a sufficiently large pool of SNs can sense the underlying process with high accuracy, despite the fluctuations in the local accuracy state of each SN. On the other hand, DEC-DP in the Markov-γ scenario (SDDP) incurs a small performance degradation in the small network scenario with respect to the best-γ scenario, since, in this case, also the SNs with lower accuracy state activate. Interestingly, COORD-DP yields good performance also in the small network scenario. In fact, despite the fluctuations in the accuracy state of each SN, COORD-DP always activates the best SNs, whereas the selection is randomized and decentralized for DEC-DP. Moreover, COORD-DP closely approaches the lower bound given by Theorem 1, and, in some cases, achieves the bound (see Theorem 2) . In contrast, we have verified that the lower bound of Theorem 1 for the decentralized scheme (not plotted in the figure) is loose. This is because the lower bound of Theorem 1 can be achieved only if the FC collects deterministically a constant aggregate SNR sequence, as dictated by the MAX-SNR scheme: such constant SNR sequence can be closely replicated in the coordinated scheme, by scheduling individually each SN and avoiding collisions; on the other hand, in the decentralized scheme, the activation decisions of the SNs are randomized and collisions occur, so that the FC experiences wide random fluctuations of the aggregate SNR sequence around its mean. Finally, we note that, by adapting the sensing-transmission strategy to the quality state V k , COORD-DP and DEC-DP can achieve significant cost-savings with respect to the respective nonadaptive schemes COORD-SNR and DEC-SNR, up to 74% (for N S = 20) and 20% (for N S = 100) for the decentralized scheme, and up to 35% for the coordinated one. Therefore, the maximization of the average aggregate SNR collected at the FC, initially proposed in Sec. II, is not a good design criterion, since it does not effectively cope with the fluctuations and the stochastic dynamics induced by cross-layer factors such as the time-varying accuracy states, the decentralized sensingtransmission decisions of the SNs, and the channel collisions.
In Fig. 5 , we plot the structure of DEC-DP as a function of V k . We note that, as V k increases, i.e., the estimate of X k is less accurate, both ζ * (V k ) and S * M (V k ) increase, in order to achieve a higher estimation accuracy (S * M (V k ) exhibits fluctuations due to the numerical optimization). On the other hand, when the estimation accuracy is good (V k < 0.2) the activation probability is zero, so that the SNs can save energy. This result is in line with the myopic policy, studied in Part II. Finally, note that ζ * (V k ) < 1, ∀V k (Lemma 5). Finally, we compare our proposed decentralized technique to a technique proposed in [16] . Therein, the estimation of a random static parameter is considered, and decentralized censoring is employed to minimize the transmission cost of the SNs, based on the informativeness of the measurements collected, similar to [1] for a static detection problem. Note that (i) [16] assumes error-free transmissions; (ii) it does not model the sensing cost and the ability of the SNs to tune the local measurement SNR S M,n,k , e.g., by controlling the number of samples collected; (iii) it assumes a static scenario, i.e., a single slot is considered and the parameter to be estimated does not vary over time. In our framework, in contrast, (i) transmissions are prone to collisions; (ii) S M,n,k is a control parameter, with cost φS M,n,k ; (iii) the process to be tracked is time-correlated, and the SNs have an internal accuracy state evolving as a Markov chain. Our proposed feedback loop enables adaptation of the sensing-transmission strategy in order to cope with the dynamics induced by these cross-layer factors. Since [16] does not consider our model exactly, we have extended it to accommodate our crosslayer dynamic setting as follows. We denote this scheme as modified- [16] (Mod- [16] ). Given the prior variance V k and mean √ αX k−1 of X k at the beginning of slot k, all SNs perform a measurement with common measurement SNR S M . Then, SN n censors its measurement (denoted as C n,k =1) if
where the term within the square root is the variance of Y n,k , given ( √ αX k−1 , V k , γ n,k ), and transmits it otherwise (C n,k = 0). In other words, Y n,k is transmitted if and only if it significantly deviates from its expected value √ αX k−1 [16] . The threshold τ , common to all SNs, determines the transmission probability q of the SNs. From the censoring rule (30), q = 2(1 − Q(τ )), where Q(x) is the normal Gaussian cumulative distribution function. Note that, in this scheme, all SNs sense in each slot, so that a fixed sensing cost φS M is incurred, as opposed to our scheme, where each SN either activates by sensing and transmitting or remains idle. On the other hand, transmissions occur with probability DEC -DP Figure 6 . MSE as a function of the network cost, comparison between Mod- [16] and DEC-DP; N S = 100, Markov-γ scenario. q = 2(1−Q(τ )), so that, on average, the sensing-transmission cost is qc TX + φS M in each slot. We define the pair (q, S M ) so as to optimize the aggregate SNR collected at the FC, under the sensing-transmission cost constraint, i.e., using the approximation in Corollary 1 for the channel successes and (11), and assuming the best-γ scenario,
Unfortunately for this scheme, the optimal estimator is not the linear Kalman filter. In fact, censored measurements provide indirect feedback to the FC, which can be exploited to infer X k . The optimal approach is then for the FC to compute a posterior belief of X k , involving cumbersome numerical integration, given the measurements collected and the indirect feedback signal, based on which an MMSE estimate of X k can be obtained. However, note that, in our setting, the FC cannot differentiate between a censored measurement (which provides the indirect feedback signal C n,k = 1 given by (30)) or a collision (uncensored but lost, thus providing the indirect feedback signal C n,k = 0), so that the computation of the posterior belief requires a cumbersome marginalization over these events, and over the value of the accuracy state γ n,k in (30). In order to overcome this difficulty, we use the idealized assumption that the FC is genie-aided, i.e., it knows which SN censored its measurement, as well as the accuracy state γ n,k of each SN. This information is not available to the decentralized scheme proposed in this paper, thus yielding a lower-bound to the cost-MSE trade-off achievable by Mod- [16] . The posterior distribution of X k , given the observations collected at the FC, the collision outcome, the censoring outcome and accuracy state of each SN, is evaluated numerically. Based on it, the MMSE estimate of X k (posterior mean) and its posterior varianceV k are computed. Finally, the Gaussian approximation is employed, so that the next prior belief is given by X k+1 ∼N ( √ αX k , ν(V k )). This scheme is then repeated in each slot. In Fig. 6 , we evaluate the trade-off between network cost and MSE under Mod- [16] and DEC-DP, via Monte-Carlo simulation over 3000 slots. We notice that Mod- [16] incurs a significant performance degradation with respect to DEC-DP, despite the idealized assumption that the censoring and collision outcomes, as well the accuracy state of each SN, are known to the FC under Mod- [16] (such information is not available to DEC-DP). In fact, Mod- [16] does not employ a cross-layer perspective, i.e., it neglects the cost of sensing (each SN senses in each slot), and the shared wireless channel, which results in collisions and uncertainty in the number of measurements collected at the FC. This is also confirmed by the more frequent collisions incurred by Mod- [16] with respect to DEC-DP, as shown numerically in Fig. 7 . Moreover, it is not designed to cope with the time-correlated dynamics considered in our model.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a cross-layer distributed sensing-estimation framework for WSNs, which exploits the quality feedback information from the FC. Our cross-layer design approach allows one to model the time-varying capability of the SNs to accurately sense the underlying process, the scarce channel access resources shared by the SNs, as well as sensing-transmission costs. We have proposed a coordinated scheme, where the FC schedules the action of each SN, and a more scalable decentralized scheme, where each SN performs a local decision to sense-transmit or remain idle, based on the FC quality feedback and the local observation quality. Despite the curse of dimensionality typical of the design of WSNs and multi-agent systems in asymmetric environments, we have exploited the statistical symmetry of the network and a large WSN approximation to derive structural properties of the optimal policy, which enable a more efficient optimization via DP. We have shown that a dense WSN provides sensing diversity, i.e., only a few SNs suffice to sense accurately and transmit, with no degradation in the MSE, despite the local fluctuations in the observation quality. Our analysis and numerical results show that the proposed schemes achieve near-optimal performance also for small-medium sized WSNs, and outperform non-adaptive schemes that do not exploit the quality feedback from the FC, and a technique proposed in the literature. We have evaluated the communication overhead of both schemes, proving that the decentralized one meets both goals of energy efficiency and scalability, requiring no coordination and minimal feedback information.
APPENDIX A Proof of Lemma 1: We refer to the optimization problem (19) only. In fact, for any λ > 0, there exists > 0 such that the optimal policy for the problem (20) is also optimal for the problem (19) . Let δ be an optimal instruction policy for (19) . Letδ be a new policy defined as,
δ obeys the statement of the lemma. The distribution of the aggregate SNR collected at the FC under the two instruction policies δ andδ is identical, since the SNs are symmetric. By induction on k, it follows thatV k has the same distribution under the two instruction policies δ andδ, henceM
, ∀n, henceδ is also optimal. Proof of Lemma 2: Consider two ordered instructions
for some t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , B}. If
n ) are scheduled randomly to the SNs, so that d
is assigned to SN m with marginal probability 1/N S . Then, the aggregate SNR collected at the FC under both
On the other hand, the cost for each SN under
where we have used the fact that (31) is an increasing function of 
Using the Lagrangian method to optimize over S M (·), we have 
Computing the derivative with respect tom, it can be shown that the argument of the optimization is increasing inm if and only ifm ≤ cTX+
, for some t = 1, 2, . . . , B, as in the statement of Theorem 2, we obtainm
The achievability of the lower bound follows from Lemma 7, when Λ k =Λ * , ∀k.
Lemma 7 Let V 0 = 1 and Λ T 0 =Λ1 T +1 be a constant SNR sequence, where 1 T is the T -dimensional vector of ones. Then,
Proof: Due to space constraints, a proof outline is provided. Note thatν
. First, we show by induction that {V k , k ≥ 0} is a strictly decreasing sequence andV k >ν * (Λ), ∀k. In fact, letV k ∈ (ν * (Λ), 1] (this is true for k = 0, since V 0 = 1). Sinceν * (Λ) is a decreasing function of Λ, there exists a uniquê be the realization of the aggregate SNR sequence collected at the FC in the Markov-γ and best-γ scenarios, respectively, when {t * k , S * M,k , k ≥ 0} is scheduled. Let Q k = χ(less than B SNs have accuracy γ n,k = γ max ). Therefore, we have the inequality
In fact, if Q k = 0, then at least B SNs have the best accuracy state, and the FC will schedule t V * k be the prior and posterior variances in slot k in the Markov-γ and best-γ scenarios, respectively, so thatM
, from which the left-hand inequality in Theorem 3 follows. Letk be a slot index such that Qk −1 = 1 and Q j = 0, ∀j =k,k +1, . . . ,k +J −1, for some J > 0. Since Λ k = Λ * k when Q k = 0, we havē
) is an increasing concave function of Vk, and 1 ≥ Vk ≥ V * k ≥ 1 − α, using (46) and D n ≥ 1 we obtain
By using the inequalityV k ≤ 1 when Q k = 1, we obtain
Assuming γ k is at steady-state, and letting 
since there are B!/r!/(B − r)! combinations of r channels where the transmission is successful (i.e., one and only one SN transmits), t! (t−r)! ways of selecting r SNs to transmit in the successful channels, and U (t − r, B − r) combinations of allocating the t − r remaining nodes to the B − r unsuccessful channels; B t is the number of combinations to allocate t SNs to B channels. p R (r; q) is then given by p R (r; q) = We show that the cost-to-go functionW T −k (V k ) computed under ζ (2) lower bounds the cost-to-go function computed under ζ (1) , for any value of the SNR S M , so that, necessarily, the minimizer of the DP stage (28) is such that ζ * k (V k ) ≤ 1. Neglecting additive and multiplicative terms independent of ζ and letting S T = S A S M S A +S M , we write the cost-to-go function under a generic ζ as
where W (r) W T −k−1 (ν (ν (V k , rS T ))). It can be proved by induction that W (r − 1) > W (r). Moreover, ν (V k , (r − 1)S T ) >ν (V k , rS T ). Therefore, from (40) we obtain f (ζ (2) ) < f (ζ (1) ) since P(R k ≥ r|ζ (2) ) ≥ P(R k ≥ r|ζ (1) ), ∀r (from Corollary 1), thus proving the lemma. and, for k ≥ 0, X k = P k X k−1 , where
APPENDIX E

Lemma 8ν
Then, it can be shown by induction, by using the update equations ν(·),ν(·) in (12) and (13), thatV k = N k /D k . We have X k = P k:0 X −1 , where P k:i = P k × P k−1 × · · · × P i , for k ≥ i. Notice that X 0 = (V 0 , 1 + V 0 Λ 0 ) T > 0 (nonnegative entries), so that X i > 0 (entry-wise) by induction. 
Note that D −1 HD −1 = EFE T , where E is an uppertriangular matrix with all non-zero entries equal to 1 on the diagonal and upper off-diagonal entries, and all other entries equal to zero, and F is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements F i,i = f i − f i+1 , i < k and F k,k = f k , Finally, we obtain H = (DE)F(DE)
T , and therefore H is positive definite if and only if F is, that is, if and only if f i > f i+1 , ∀i < k and f k > 0. From (43) we have
On the other hand, for i < k, f i > f i+1 is equivalent to
and, using the fact that P k:i+1 = P k:i+2 P i+1 , N i+1 = [α, 1− α]X i and N i = [1, 0]X i , we obtain 
